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The Masterpiece

A pair of travelers embark on a steamy
summertime affair that is thrown into chaos
by dark secrets and a suspicious death. Meet
the author February 28th at our Parma Branch.
Reserve a seat at beyondthebookjacket.com.

Grace Moore is the personal assistant to a successful
artist who leads a secret life as a graffiti tagger. The
two bond over mutually tragic pasts.

The Munich Conference of 1938 is the setting for
this spy thriller about a rising star in the British
diplomatic service and his Oxford friend, a secret
member of the anti-Hitler resistance.

The Grave’s a Fine and
Private Place by Alan Bradley
During a recuperative boating trip, 12-year-old
Flavia de Luce discovers a body near the church of a
murderous vicar.

by Francine Rivers

The Tuscan Child
by Rhys Bowen

Joanna Langley embarks on a healing journey to
Tuscany to learn about her British bomber-pilot
father’s hidden past.

This Fallen Prey
by Kelley Armstrong

A dangerous criminal’s arrival coincides with a spate
of murders throughout off-the-grid Rockton.

The Hush by John Hart

Out of the Ashes by Tracie

In this sequel to The Last Child, Johnny Merrimon
moves into the wilderness 10 years after his twin
sister’s disappearance.

Former lovers reunite in a 1920s Alaska hotel. They try
to rekindle their romance, but nightmarish memories
of the Great War may keep them apart forever.

Into the Fire by Elizabeth Moon

Peterson & Kimberley Woodhouse

Connect with us

e-Book

Sunburn by Laura Lippman

Munich by Robert Harris

Visit
cuyahogalibrary.org/WhatToRead
to reserve these great
titles and more!

Large Print

The Gate Keeper by Charles Todd
An encounter with a frightened woman standing over
a body leads Inspector Ian Rutledge into a dangerous
confrontation with a stealthy killer and his own
painful memories.

Admiral Kylara Vatta works to expose the shadowy
organization she and her crew discover while
marooned on an inhospitable arctic island.
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Judgment Detox: Release the
Beliefs That Hold You Back
From Living a Better Life
by Gabrielle Bernstein

Rid yourself of the tendency to judge yourself and
others, and find your way back to true healing and
oneness through yoga, meditation, EFT, prayer and
metaphysical teachings.

The Plant-Based Solution:
America’s Healthy Heart
Doc’s Plan to Power Your
Health by Joel K. Kahn, MD
The leading cardiologist and vegan provides a 21-day
meal plan supported by scientific studies on our
health and our environment.

The Square and the Tower:
Networks and Power, from
the Freemasons to Facebook
by Niall Ferguson

The author re-evaluates history’s turning points as
collisions between old power hierarchies and new
social networks.

Visit cuyahogalibrary.org/WhatToRead
to reserve these great titles and more!
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Craveable Keto Cookbook:
Your Low-Carb, High-Fat
Roadmap to Weight Loss and
Wellness by Kyndra D. Holley
The founder of the popular food blog Peace, Love,
and Low Carb combines food, fun and feeling good
in this cookbook.

The Year of Less: How I
Stopped Shopping, Gave
Away My Belongings, and
Discovered Life Is Worth
More Than Anything You
Can Buy in a Store
by Cait Flanders

Buying only consumables (groceries, toiletries and
gas), the author learned that the less she consumed
the more fulfilled she felt.

The Undercover Edge: Find
Your Hidden Strengths,
Learn to Adapt, and Build
the Confidence to Win Life’s
Game by Derrick Levasseur
The law enforcement officer and winner of Big
Brother helps readers improve their social skills and
become stronger leaders.

